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• Results shown here are:
• Data reprocessing
             - preliminary … 
            - non exhaustive …
       All limits are at 95% C.L. 
        All errors are   ± stat. ± syst. 
 (alignment, calibration, detector fixes) 
                and
  MC production  (~ 10 million events) 
} completedin January
L ≈174 pb-1GeV  6.188s ≈
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(GeV) EE visibleLEP −
Data / MC comparison for  energy flow
ϑ cos
Z → qq events: 
data from Z-peak 




s = 189 GeV
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
0.63 ± 0.12 ± 0.05 pb0.63 ± 0.12 ± 0.05 pb
Aleph preliminary
ZZ cross-section
Channel      Nexp ZZ      Nexp backg    Nexp total          Nobs
 llXX             8.7               1.1  ± 0.3          9.8               11
 llνν              1.3                 1.4 ± 0.2            2.7                   1
 qqνν           14.4               13.8 ± 0.6          28.2                 29
 4q (b)             8.1                 3.8 ± 0.4          11.9                 13
 4q(non-b)      15.7               59.9 ± 1.4          75.6                 67
NC2
All visible channels 
studied 
Analyses similar to hZ searches except mass
constraints on both Z and relaxed b-tagging.
189 GeV
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h→ bb,ττ h→ bb  h→ bb,ττh→ bb
Z→ qq
 




m    = m miss Z
lepton ID































hZ :  SM topologies
hA : bbbb, bbτ  τ- + --- } combined vs tg β
Note: SM Higgs limit obtained for sin2(β-α)=1
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Searches in various channels similar to √s=183 GeV :
 Channel                 Cut-based               Neural Network
  hqq               
  hνν               
  hll      
  ττqq                                                              
  bbbb                           
  bbττ                                                              
   Main differences at  √s=189 GeV :
• full background subtraction: ZZ background
(~irreducible) is ~ 3 times larger
• handle overlap of hZ / hA analyses in 4j and bbττ
topologies (common background)    
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Topology        Nbackg Nobs         Exp.  Nsignal
   hqq                21.4                   28                8.5
   hνν                  7.1                    9                 3.1
   hll                  14.4                   14                1.5
   
ττqq                2.5                     2                 0.7
 Total (hZ)       45.4 ± 3.7          53               13.8
    bbbb             5.0                      7                 3.2
    bbττ              2.5                      3                0.5
 Total (hA)        7.5 ± 1.0          10                3.7 
Aleph preliminary






m = 85 GeV
cos2(β-α)=1
hZ
 h mass (GeV) h mass (GeV)
NN analysis
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   Expected limit      Observed limit
                                       (GeV)                       (GeV)
SM h                              95.7                          90.2
MSSM h  (any tgβ)        82.7                         80.8
A (tgβ  1)                     82.7                         81.2
hZ (cut analysis)            95.4                         93.8




        1%
Fine scan of MSSM parameter space: ~ 0.1% of unexcluded
points with mh smaller than benchmark limit. These  cases are
beyond LEP2 sensitivity.
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 mh - tanβ plane in year ~ 2015
here direct production of
h  not observable at LHC
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INVISIBLE HIGGS 
mh > 92.8 GeV               ξ2=1
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SLEPTONS
σ
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SQUARKS
Channel          Nback        Nobs
 cχ cχ                   9.5               8
 bχ bχ                  4.2                3


















«  Acoplanar jets }
ν~
11 b~t~ , can be light: 
 2  1, t~t~  t~ t~    R , L →
mixing (θmix) ~ mt
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χχ
 c ct~t~ →
θmix = 00: largest
cross-section
θmix = 560 : smallest
cross-section
 
θmix = 00: largest
cross-section
θmix = 680 : smallest
cross-section
 b  b  b~b~  χχ→
Similar results for  ν~bl t~ →
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Charginos, neutralinos, LSP
Assume gaugino mass unification (m 1/2) and sfermion mass
 unification (m0 ) at the GUT scale.
Channel                   Nback                      Nobs






                        49.6                         45
Large m0: - χ+ χ- cross-section large  (no t-channel)
- χ’ ⁄ Z* χ „ qq E/
, qqqq E/- χ± ⁄ W* χ „ qql E/
Small m0:  - χ+ χ- cross-section suppressed




    cross-section enhanced
by t-channel}
- χ± ⁄ lν „ ll E/
- χ’
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χ excluded (at least)




    GeV
Large m0
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Small m0
χ+χ-
 sensitivity decreases (t-channel,  large WW → lνlν
background)
Slepton searches (small m0) and neutralino searches
(t-channel) compensate
l~
m0    = 75 GeV
tan β = 2 
← LEP1
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Absolute limit on the LSP
Indirect limit from interplay of exclusion domains
in parameter space obtained from χ+χ-, χi χj,
(small m0) searches.
•       mχ > 32.3 GeV          any tanβ, m0
      ( √s= 183 GeV: mχ  > 27 GeV )
Limit is better 
for smaller m0, 
equal for 
larger m0.
Note: h limits do not help (m
 h  > 96 GeV at the
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Interpretation in
 mSUGRA
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Gauge-Mediated Susy-Breaking searches
LSP  = G~ (~ massless)
 NLSP ² χ :    χχ → γ     γ  G~ G~
 cτ <<  Ldet       acoplanar photons
 cτ  ≈   Ldet        non pointing photons
  
NLSP ² l :      l l → l     l G~ G~
 cτ <<  Ldet     acoplanar leptons
 cτ  ≈   Ldet      kinks
 cτ >>  Ldet     heavy stable charged particles
 χχ → 
cτ <<  Ldet
From scan of parameter
space:
n =1- 4
Λ = 1- 100 TeV
Qmess = Λ - 103 Λ
tan β = 1- 32
µ = ±
G~ l l G~ l l  l l~ l l~ →
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More results from searches
Particle                  Mass limit            Comments
                               (95% C.L.)
  H±                62.5 GeV
  h invisible          92.8 GeV                        ξ2 = 1
   
χ±
                            94 GeV             RPV(LLE,LQD,UDD)
                                                                         large m0
   
µR                       83/77/80 GeV        RPV(LLE,LQD,UDD)
                                                                       indirect decays
   
µR                          60 GeV                      RPV(LLE) 
                                                                          direct decays
   uL                           67 GeV                 RPV(UDD)
                                                            direct decays
G~  1.1¯10-5 eV                 Super-light
                                           scenarioG~
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f f cross - section
Inclusive
Exclusive
1 .  0  /ss' >













97.20 ± 0.67 ± 0.77
 7.62  ± 0.24 ± 0.19
 7.33  ± 0.31 ± 0.12
19.59 ± 0.44 ± 0.15
  2.66 ± 0.13 ± 0.06
  2.39 ± 0.15 ± 0.05
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Asymmetries
0.56 :SM          0.19  0.34  =          )b(bA 





Using jet charge techniques  |cosθ |< 0.9:
s'/s > 0 9.
µ µ+ − τ τ+ −
≈10 % error
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prediction NLLA)( QCD   with /sM ,B,thrust,y C,Fit  2S2jW3 +α
→
 measure Sα ( )Q2
Study observables for which evolution with √s well
predicted by QCD
→
  test theory
→
  measure running of
Shape variables (thrust, C,  jet broadening, ...) :
– sensitive to “three-jetness” →
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Measurement of running Sα
LEP2: statistical error larger than LEP1
theoretical error (missing higher orders, hadronization)
smaller
  data LEP2 from   0.0039  0.1216 =) m(












Note: benefits from large energy/luminosity
s
αs
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Test reliability of Monte Carlo (Pythia,   
Herwig, …) used to estimate background,  
efficiency, systematics for WW, Higgs, …...
4-jet rate is OK
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WW events at 189 GeV
~2500 WW √s=189 GeV
~3500 WW ALEPH total  






1.77 ± 0.13 ± 0.05
7.14 ± 0.23 ± 0.14
6.83 ± 0.23 ± 0.21
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Checks of WW→ 4q cross-section
• Monte Carlo :
– KORALW/EXCALIBUR compared for cross-section
and selection efficiency
– QCD 4-jet rate well understood
– detector simulation: good agreement data / MC for
• Detector :
– data / MC comparison vs
– analysis redone with tracks only
• Analysis :
– data / MC comparison for all selection variables
– preselection and NN cuts varied
– three different analyses performed
→
 No bias found 
E jet jet jet, ,ϑ ϕ
qq
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Triple Gauge Couplings
• Probe non-abelian structure of SU(2)⊗U(1).
Sensitive to new physics
• Parametrized by          (SM≡1,1,0)
• Anomalous contributions grow with energy and
affect cross-section and angular distributions
• 3 processes at LEP2:














• clean, large statistics
• sensitive to all couplings
• γWW, ZWW not separated
• probe γWW
• insensitive to
• little sensitive to     (small Q  )
• small statistics











 ,  Z*
All three channels studied
W +
W -
γ , Z *
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Weν: constraint from
σ(Weν) = 0.41±0.17 (stat.) ±0.04 (syst.) √s=183 GeV





300    events observed




θ-,ϕ-, θ+,ϕ+ } combined in  Optimal Observables- -
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Combining     WW, γνν  (161-189  GeV) 
                      Weν          (161-183 GeV)
  - 2D and 3D fits: similar results
- error dominated by statistics
            - benefit from high energy/luminosity
1D fit
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Measurement of W mass
• 4q channel: 4C fit (E/    conservation) + mass
rescaling → 2 mW per event → 2D reweighting
• lνqq channel:  2C fit (E/   conservation + mass
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from 183 GeV data
correlated errors
Detector  systematics relatively small thanks also to Z-peak run
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Leptonic W mass (new)
Extract mW from kinematic properties of  l,ν in 
the final state:
fit) kin. (no m rescaled , E ,Efit   : qq -










Measurement done at s = 183 GeV:
GeV (syst.) 0.090  (stat.) 526.0  80.291 = ) l (l mW ±±νν
GeV (syst.) 0.089  (stat.) 210.0  80.151 = qq) (l mW ±±ν
→
   
∆mW improves from 139 MeV to  129 MeV at 183 GeV 
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Results
mW = 80.411 ± 0.064 (stat) ± 0.037 (syst.) 
          
±
 0.018 (LEP)  ± 0.022 (BE/CR) GeV 
}∆m = 0.219 ±0.132 GeV
s = 172-189 GeV
s = 161-189 GeV
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Bose-Einstein correlations
W→ 4q :   correlations also between identical pions
 from different W’s ? Use Z/W data to constrain
Jetset MC:
- tuned and corrected at Z-peak (udsc sample)
- checked with WW → lν qq decays
                                  
σ
             
χ2  (DATA - MC)
BE inside W only         0.6                   2.2 / 5
BE also between W        2.7                 15.4 / 5
R = ( Npi++,-- / Npi+- )data / ( Npi++,-- / Npi+- )MC
R
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Conclusions
• Plenty of  (preliminary) physics results from ‘98
ALEPH data: limits from searches and precision
measurements improved significantly thanks to
high energy/luminosity.
• For many  measurements systematic error is
comparable to statistical error:
– theoretical inputs needed in many cases
– more statistics → understand detector/physics better
– Z- peak data necessary at beginning/end of run
• Note : status of detector
– no major problem during last run
– VDET (2% of dead region in Z) repaired
– shutdown operations going on (extensive
maintenance of  magnet control system)
      
—
              READY TO TAKE DATA
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ALEPH WEB page for conference notes:
http://alephwww.cern.ch/ALPUB/oldconf/oldconf_99.html
